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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
SNC-Lavalin Atkins has been engaged by Health Infrastructure NSW (HI) to undertake an audit of the 
construction of the Tweed Valley Hospital (TVH). Construction of the hospital is being built under two 
separate SSD Development Consent. Stage 1 - SSD 9575 covers the early stages of site establishment 
and Civil Works. Stage 1 works are now complete. Stage 2 - SSD 10353 predominantly covers construction 
of the main hospital buildings, new carpark, health hub, local road upgrades and associated infrastructure 
and is the subject of this audit. The main hospital is being constructed by Lendlease Building (LLB) and the 
carpark and health hub are being constructed by ADCO. Local road upgrades were undertaken by Hazel 
Bros and are now complete. 

The audit is required by the SSD Development Consent conditions and has been undertaken in accordance 
with the Department of Planning and Environment’s (DPE) Independent Audit Post Approval Requirements.  

The audit consisted of a site inspection as well as a review of relevant and available documents and site 
management and monitoring records. This was the sixth audit of Stage 2 of the Development (SSD 10353) 
This report covers the period from 7th of December 2022 till the 6th of June 2022. 

The site inspection was undertaken on the 19th of June 2023 with members of HI, TSA Management, 
Lendlease and ADCO present for their respective scopes of work.  

The Project was audited against the development consent conditions relevant to the activities undertaken 
during the audit period. 

The findings from the audit conclude: 

> Construction building works have accelerated with structure complete and internal finishing works 
underway, the main hospital, carpark and health hub are nearing completion 

> Landscaping work has commenced, including the conversion of sediment dams into bioretention 
basins 

> The project has not received any complaints during the audit period 

> All monitoring results for (noise, vibration, dust) were compliant with the relevant criteria  

> The Project team are preparing for completion, with checklists developed to manage compliance 
through the finalisation process   

> Zero non-compliance’s were identified by the audit 

> Recommendations from previous audits have been implemented  

> Based on the site inspections, discussions with the auditee and documents reviewed by the Auditor, 
the processes and systems in place appear to be effective at managing environmental issues on site.  

> Several initiatives have been undertaken including: 

o Construction of additional drainage infrastructure on the southern side of Cudgen Road to 
ensure hospital access in extreme weather events  

o Provision of alternative accommodation for short term night work (on Cudgen Road) 
which is considered industry best practice. 
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2 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 BACKGROUND OF PROJECT 
The $723.3. million investments in health for the Tweed Valley will deliver a brand new, leading hospital 
with greater capacity and capability to serve the Tweed-Byron community, as well as interim upgrades at 
The Tweed Hospital. Specific outcomes of the works being undertaken during the New Tweed Valley 
Hospital (the Project) include: 

> an increase in beds  

> an expanded emergency department 

> enhanced surgical and medical services 

> enhanced ambulatory services and outpatient clinics 

> cardiac catheterization laboratory (new service) 

> integrated cancer care service, including radiotherapy (new service) 

The Project is being constructed in stages under 2 separate State Significant Development approvals. 

Stage 1 SSD 9575 (Early Works) consists of on-site activities such as bulk earthworks and piling for the 
main hospital building including excavation and filling, construction of the sites permanent infrastructure 
including drainage, pavements including kerb, retaining walls and in ground services installation. 
Construction for the Project commenced on 16 July 2019, with an initial focus on clearing and grubbing, 
installation of environmental monitoring equipment (noise, vibration, and dust), and establishing the 
entrance to the site. Stage 1 works are complete.  

Stage 2 SSD 10353 (Main Works) comprises the main construction works consisting of the new hospital 
with rooftop helipad, three buildings for support services (Health Hub) and a substation, carparking areas 
including the detailed design and construction of a multideck carpark, internal road layouts, landscaping, 
wetland rehabilitation, services and signage. Public domain works, external roadworks including upgrade 
to the intersection of Tweed Coast Road and Cudgen Road and a new signalised intersection on Cudgen 
Road. 

The proponent for the Project is Health Infrastructure (HI). TSA Management is the Client Representative 
and Lendlease Building (LLB)  is the Managing Contractor for the delivery of the main hospital works. ADCO 
were appointed under a separate contract with HI to construct the multideck carpark and the health hub. 

An Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) has been prepared in accordance with DPE Secretary’s 
Environmental Assessment Requirements (SEARs). The EIS considers potential impacts derived from 
construction and operation activities of the Project. 

The conditions of project approval require independent audits to be conducted during the construction and 
operation phases of the Project. SNC-Lavalin Atkins has been engaged by HI to complete the Independent 
Environmental Audits for the Project to satisfy the requirements of the development consent.  
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2.2 PROJECT LOCATION AND SITE DESCRIPTION 
The site comprises one allotment known as 771 Cudgen Road, Cudgen, legally described as Lot 11 DP 
1246853. The allotment is located approximately 9.8 kilometres (km) south of Tweed Heads town centre 
and 40km south-east of Surfers Paradise in Gold Coast (refer to Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1 Regional Context Map (Source: SSD 9575 MOD 2 Report (DPE Major Projects website) 

The site is irregular in shape, with a total area of approximately 19.38 hectares (ha), a 730 metre (m) long 
frontage to Cudgen Road and 185m frontage to Turnock Street (north-eastern boundary).  The northern 
and north-western boundary of the site adjoins mapped coastal wetlands. 

The Kingscliff TAFE is located immediately opposite the site, to the south of Cudgen Road. To the south-
west and west are agricultural lands that form part of the mapped Cudgen Plateau State Significant 
Farmland. 

The Cudgen village, located on the western side of Tweed Coast Road, has a population of 1000 people. 
The site forms part of a large rural area at the western edge of the Kingscliff area. It is well connected to 
the regional and interstate road network via Tweed Coast Road and the M1.  
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2.4 AUDIT OBJECTIVES 
The key audit objective was to assess whether (or not) compliance is being achieved on the site. This was 
achieved through assessing the Project against the audit scope outlined in Section 2.5. 

The audit is to provide positive support for good practices, while providing practical and reasonable 
recommendations for improvement that can be carried over to the later stages of the Project.   

2.5 CONSULTATION 
In developing the audit scope, DPE were consulted with. DPE note in their response to the previous audit 
(December 2022), that a noncompliance was recorded against Schedule 2, Part C, Condition C42 relating 
to the installation of “new street lighting installed near the intersection of Cudgen Road and Tweed Valley 
Way”. DPE requested a status update for all the actions provided in the next Independent Audit, until all 
actions are completed. An update of the actions is provided in section 4.6 below. 

2.6 AUDIT SCOPE 
SNC-Lavalin Atkins has undertaken an Independent Environmental Audit for the construction phase of 
Stage 2 the New Tweed Valley Hospital works. Stage 1 of the development has been completed with 
previous audits assessing compliance with the conditions of the Stage 1 SSD. 

The audit was undertaken in accordance with the Audit Program and addresses compliance with the 
relevant conditions as detailed in the development consent and DPE Independent Audit Post Approval 
Requirements. These documents were also drawn upon when developing the audit criteria and checklist as 
preparatory documents for the audit. 

In accordance with DPE’s Independent Audit Post Approval Requirements, the audit consisted of an 
assessment of compliance against: 

> Development Consent (SSD 10353, 12 June 2020) - Stage 2 - Main Works 

> Post approval documents, including an assessment of the effective implementation of 
Environmental Management Plans and Sub-Plans   

> Any environmental licences or other approvals 

> Environmental performance including but not limited to: 

o Actual impacts compared with predicted impacts in the Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS) 

o Physical extent of the development in comparison with the approved boundary, and any 
potential off-site impacts 

o Incidents, non-compliances and complaints 

o Performance of the development, regarding environmental issues identified during 
consultation when developing the scope of the audit 

o Feedback received from DPE, and other agencies and stakeholders on the environmental 
performance of the project 

> Environmental Management System (EMS) at a high level 

> A high-level assessment of whether Environmental Management Plans and Sub-Plans are 
adequate 
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3 AUDIT METHODOLOGY 

3.1 APPROVAL OF AUDIT TEAM 
For documentation detailing the approval of the audit team from the Secretary of DPE refer to Appendix A.  

3.2 SUMMARY OF AUDIT PROCESSES 
To complete the audit the following was undertaken: 

> Preliminary document review to familiarise the Auditor with the project and the contractor’s 
processes 

> Site inspection, noting environmental management practices and controls 

> Opening meeting 

> Interviews 

> Review of documents and records  

> Closing meeting. 

3.3 SITE PERSONNEL  
The following site personnel were in attendance during the audit or parts of: 

> – Project Engineer, LLB 

>  – Senior Project Engineer, Construction, LLB  

> – Project Manager, ADCO 

>  Project Manager ADCO 

>  - HSE Manager ADCO 

>  Project Director, HI 

>  – Senior Project Manager, TSA Management 

>  – Administrator, TSA Management. 

3.4 SITE INSPECTION  
A site inspection was undertaken by the Auditor on the 19th of June 2023. The weather was fine. All key 
elements of the project were inspected including the main hospital works, the carpark, health hub and the 
Cudgen Road/Tweed Valley Intersection works. Summary observations are provided below. 

3.4.1 Main Hospital Works 

> Construction of the building structure including core and vertical elements has been completed  

> Internal fit out and façade is in an advanced stage of construction and nearing completion 

> Construction of covered walkway and internal courtyards are progressing 
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> Cudgen Road upgrade (including re-aligned footpath, intersection works and road widening) is 
nearly complete with traffic lights to be installed along with final paving and line marking 

> Additional flood protection works have been constructed on the southern side of Cudgen Road to 
maintain access to the hospital in extreme weather events 

> Two modifications are in process for the above ground LPG tank and solar panels to be installed 
on the hospital roof. 

3.4.2 Multistorey Carpark and Health Hub 

> Construction of the carpark was nearing completion with structure and façade complete 

> Internal services including lighting, mechanical and electrical, fire systems, vertical transport and 
communications complete 

> Remaining carpark works including landscaping, internal line marking, external civil works and 
covered walkway to the hospital are progressing. 

3.4.3 Health Hub 

> Health hub construction has advanced with structure, external foundations, façade, floor finishes 
and roofing complete 

> Works being undertaken include internal services, walls, ceilings, mechanical, service installation 
for fire and water mains. 

3.4.4 Intersection Works Cudgen Road and Tweed Valley Way 

> Intersection works at Cudgen Road and Tweed Valley Way have been completed. 

> Temporary screening has been placed over the lighting that had previously resulted in 
neighbours’ complaints. A final solution with verification progressing. 

3.4.5 Summary of Environmental Observations 

A summary of observations relating to environmental issues are as follows: 

> Environmental controls were in place and included tree protection fencing, sediment basins, 
rumble grids and wheel wash, waste, skip bins and chemical storage areas. All environmental 
controls were observed to be operating effectively with routine maintenance undertaken  

> There were low volumes of chemicals stored on site in appropriately bunded containers with no 
littering or waste containers observed 

> Environmental monitoring stations for air, noise and vibration were in place in proximity to 
sensitive receivers on Cudgen Road 

> There was no evidence of fugitive environmental emissions including dirty water, mud tracking on 
local roads or dust 

> Erosion and sediment controls implemented included, groundcover, stabilised site access, vehicle 
washdown and paved surfaces provide adequate measures to prevent erosion and dust 

> Landscaping and rehabilitation work had commenced, providing effective groundcover to 
minimise the risk of erosion 

> Appropriate concrete washout, waste and recycling facilities were provided at the site compound 
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4.3 PENALTY NOTICES 
No penalty notices have been issued from relevant regulatory authorities including the Department, NSW 
Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) and local Council. 

4.4 NON-COMPLIANCES 
No non compliances were identified by the audit. 

4.5 RECOMMENDATIONS 
There are no recommendations made by this audit noting that: 

 The project has been assessed to comply with the conditions of consent 
 There have been no complaints or environmental incidents recorded during the audit period 
 Actions from the previous audit relating to the preparation of completions checklists for finalisation 

are being implemented 
 Appropriate actions are being implemented relating to the non-compliance for lighting identified by 

the previous audit. 
 The project is in a mature stage, where the project team has been able to demonstrate continual 

improvement throughout all stages of project development. 

4.6 PREVIOUS AUDIT ACTIONS 
Table 6 provides a status summary of previous audit recommendations 
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4.7 COMPLAINTS 
No complaints were received during the audit period.  

4.8 INCIDENTS 
No incidents were recorded or reported during the audit period 

4.9 PREVIOUS COMPLIANCE REPORT ACTIONS 
In accordance with the DPE Post Approval Reporting Requirements (RAR) (May 2020) compliance reports 
for the construction phase have not been prepared as they are not required by the RAR. Therefore, there 
are no actions arising from previous compliance reports that need to be considered by this audit. 
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5 AUDIT FINDINGS – DISCUSSION 

5.1 REVIEW OF ADEQUACY OF MANAGEMENT PLANS 
The following management plans were reviewed as part of this and previous audits: 

5.1.1 Main Hospital Works 

> Construction Environmental Management Plan including the following sub plans: 

o Construction Traffic and Pedestrian Management Sub-Plan  

o Construction Noise and Vibration Management Sub-Plan  

o Construction Waste Management Sub-Plan  

o Construction Soil and Water Management Sub-Plan  

o Construction Air Quality Management and Dust Management Sub-Plan  

o Biodiversity Management Plan  

5.1.2 Multideck Carpark and Health Hub 

> Construction Environmental Management Plan including the following sub plans: 

o Construction Noise, Dust and Vibration Management Sub-Plan 

o Construction Traffic and Pedestrian Management Sub-Plan 

o Heritage Management Sub-Plan 

o Construction Waste Management Sub-Plan 

o Construction Soil and Water Management Sub- Plan 

o Flood Emergency Response Sub-Plan 

5.2 REVIEW OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
Separate Environmental Management Systems have been implemented by Lendlease and ADCO.  Both 
management systems are appropriate for the Main Hospital Works, Carpark and Health Hubs respectively 
and have been independently certified to comply with ISO 14001 Environmental Management Systems. 

5.3 REVIEW ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE 
Permanent controls including sealed access roads, grassed batter protection and permanent drainage have 
reduced the environmental risks substantially since project commencement. Environmental monitoring 
results for noise and vibration, water quality and dust complied with the relevant criteria.  

The overall standard of environmental controls was deemed high and appeared to be well planned and 
implemented. 

> Evidence of erosion and sediment controls provided appeared to be operating effectively 
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> Stabilised site access including industry best practice truck washdown is in place at key access 
points for both the Main Hospital Works, the Carpark and Cudgen Road/Tweed Valley Way 
intersection works 

> There was no evidence of mud being tracked onto Cudgen Road or Tweed Valley Way 

> No fugitive dust emissions noted in complaints register or observed on site 

> No noise, vibration or lighting complaints noted in the complaints register 

> General site housekeeping was of a high standard 

> Chemical storage was appropriate for the volume of chemicals being used and stored 
appropriately  

> Evidence of tree protection controls were provided, along with well-maintained signage   

> Heritage items were appropriately protected on site and stored safely 

> Traffic, road safety and pedestrian management controls implemented on Cudgen Road and 
Tweed Valley Way. 

5.4 ACTUAL AND PREDICTED IMPACTS 
The following issues were identified as potential for impact in the EIS: 

> Social and economic 

> Traffic and accessibility 

> Noise and vibration 

> Sediment, erosion and dust control 

> Ecology  

The project is operating within the approval boundary, and this is delineated with site fencing and other tree 
protection zones for vegetation within the boundary. Dust, vibration, noise and water quality monitoring is 
regularly occurring for the Project to ensure any potential off-site impacts are prevented and minimised. All 
monitoring complies with the project criteria. No offsite incidents have been reported. 

Controls had been installed to mitigate against any potential risks arising from these activities including: 

> ERSED controls (e.g., sediment fences, sediment basins, vehicle washdown) 

> Security fencing (with visible site signage) 

> Environmental monitoring (e.g. dust, water quality and regular measuring of noise and vibration 
levels through the three monitors located on site) 

> Regular community consultation 

> Environmental management zones 

> Bush regeneration zones 

> Tree protection zones 

> Storage for heritage items within a protected area 

> No-go zones 
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> Appropriate offsite disposal of contaminated material 

The environmental impacts observed were consistent with those predicted in the EIS (as relevant to this 
stage of works).  

5.5 KEY STRENGTHS 
The Project is at an advanced stage with construction works due to be completed in the latter stages of 
2023. The project team has consistently applied a systematic approach to compliance and environmental 
management with continual improvement achieved throughout the construction delivery phase.  

In addition, there are several initiatives implemented by the project team that are over and above the 
requirements of the conditions of approval. This includes the following initiative: 

 The provision of additional drainage on the southern side of Cudgen Road to improve access to 
the Hospital during wet weather events.  

 The offer of alternative accommodation for short term night works on Cudgen Road, is industry 
best practice, as in most instances alternative accommodation is only offered in circumstances 
where residents are exposed to highly intrusive noisy works such as rock breaking or saw cutting 
for extended durations. 
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1 Environment 

SNC-LAVALIN RAIL AND TRANSIT PTY LTD 

ABN 50 080 356 850 

Level 17, 55 Clarence St 

SYDNEY NSW 2000, Australia 

 

 

18 April 2023 

 

  
Compliance Officer 

Planning Services, Far Northern Region  
NSW Department of Planning, Industry and Environment 

PO Box 72, MURWILLUMBAH NSW  2484 

 

Dear  

RE: Tweed Valley Hospital – Independent Audit Scope 

 

I am writing to the Department in my capacity as Independent Auditor for the Tweed Valley Hospital, 
specifically to formally consult with the Department in relation to the forthcoming audit which is 
planned for June 2023. This consultation is required in accordance with the Departments Post 
Approval Audit Requirements (PAR) 2020. 

I would appreciate any feedback you may have in relation to this approach, as well as any matters 
the Department would like included as part of the audit. 

If you have any questions, or would like to discuss further, please contact me by email at 
 or by phone on  

 

Yours sincerely, 

SNC-LAVALIN ATKINS 

Associate 

Environment & Geoscience 

Engineering, Design and Project Management 

 





Department of Planning and Environment

4 Parramatta Square, 12 Darcy Street, Parramatta NSW 2150 | Locked Bag 5022, Parramatta NSW 2124 | dpie.nsw .gov.au | 2

As nominee of the Planning Secretary



 

  

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX C – SITE PHOTOGRAPHS 

 

 



 

  

  

 

 
Photo 1: Construction of main hospital building nearing completion 

 
Photo 2: Construction of the carpark nearing completion 



 

  

 
Photo 3: Construction of the Health Hub external facade 

 
Photo 4: Geofabric layer providing effective groundcover to prevent erosion 



 

  

 
Photo 5: Construction of bioretention basin (underway) 

 
Photo 6: Erosion and sediment control and batter revegetation 



 

  

 
Photo 7: Landscaping works and sediment control measures 

 

Photo 8: Landscaping works and sediment control measures 



 

  

 
Photo 9: Stabilised site access and vehicle entry/egress point – ADCO site 

 

Photo 10: Water cart providing dust suppression 



 

  

 

Photo 11: Permanent drainage work, Cudgen Road 

 

Photo 12: Permanent swale drain  



 

  

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX D – INDEPENDENT AUDIT TABLE 

  























































































 

  

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX E – INDEPENDENT AUDIT DECLARATION FORM 

 








